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Today’s agenda

Discussion of Technology Ventures
Chapter 3.  Vision and the business model
Chapter 4.  Competitive strategy



Chapter 3.  Vision and the business model

Important ideas

1. Vision
2. Mission statement
3. Value proposition
4. Business model
5. Responding to change



A firm’s theory of its business

1. Vision: A statement of purpose in response 
to an opportunity.

2. Mission: The goals, products and customers.

3. Value proposition: How the customer needs 
will be satisfied. 

4. Business model: Economics and activities of 
the firm.



The vision is long term, why the company exists 
and what it will do.

The mission is more strategic, how you’ll do it.



A vision is an informed and forward-looking 
statement of purpose that defines the long-
term destiny of the firm.





The mission statement completely describes 
the organization’s goals and customers.





The value proposition



The value proposition

Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the 
customer.  It is the value you propose to deliver.

To be successful, a business must create value, selling 
goods or services that are more valuable than 
whatever it cost to create them.



Value propositions
Most value propositions offer some 
combination of these values to the 
customer:

1. Product
2. Price
3. Access
4. Service
5. Experience



Primary and secondary values

1. A primary value typically dominates the 
value proposition.

2. A secondary value typically differentiates 
the offering.

3. The remaining values must meet industry 
norms.





Wal-Mart is the leader in low 
prices and huge selection.



price, selection, and convenience 
continue to be at the core of 
Amazon.com's value proposition



Our focus on retail sales to individual 
buyers has a direct correlation to the 
high resale value of Honda products, 
which is a key factor in the value 
proposition for our customers



more power, greater efficiency and 
unmatched safety, backed with an 
improved value proposition. Not only 
is the new S-Class the most intelligent 
car on the road …



the Dell value proposition of 
aggressively priced systems custom-
built for each customer.



McDonald's is famous for its value 
proposition: food of a constant quality 
that is served quickly and consistently 
across the globe.



Carnival built an unmatched value 
proposition on the promise of fun.





The business model is an integrated description of:

1. The firm’s unique customer value proposition.

2. How the firm will configure its resources and 
activities to deliver that value and earn 
sustainable profits.











If the market changes, you may have to 
change in order to survive.

Example:  Netflix versus Blockbuster

Why was it easier for Netflix to make the 
transition?



http://ecorner.stanford.edu/authorMaterialInfo.html?mid=2552
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Chapter 4.
Competitive strategy



Important ideas

1. Strategy
2. Core competencies
3. Industry and context
4. SWOT analysis
5. Barriers to entry
6. Competitive advantage
7. Alliances
8. Tactics
9. Social responsibility



Many of the ideas come from Michael Porter’s 
seminal books in 1980 and 1985.



A strategy is a plan or roadmap of the actions 
that a firm or organization will take to 
achieve its mission and goals.



Every firm competing in an industry has a 
competitive strategy, whether explicit or 
implicit.

Source:  Porter, Competitive Strategy, p. xiii.









The core competencies of a firm are its 
unique capabilities and resources that 
enable it to implement its business 
model.



To be competitive, a firm must have either:

1. Unique and valuable resources and the 
capability to exploit these resources.

Examples: Intel, 3M, Weyerhaeuser.

2. A unique capability to manage common 
resources.

Example:  Southwest Airlines.



The context of a firm is the industry in 
which it operates and the customers it 
serves.



Source:  Porter, Competitive Strategy, p. xviii.









Porter’s original diagram, missing only the complementors.
Source:  Porter, Competitive Strategy, p. 4.



Six forces

1. Rivalry between current competitors
2. Threat of entry by new competitors
3. Threat of substitutes
4. Bargaining power of customers
5. Bargaining power of complementors
6. Bargaining power of suppliers
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